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Abstract— In this paper, a new wideband/narrowband fusion-
based motion estimation method is proposed for maneuvering
target. In the fusion scheme, a fast motion parameters estimation
method based on cross-correlation of adjacent echoes (CCAE) is
adopted as the wideband estimation method. The narrowband
estimation method is the maximum likelihood estimation with
Newton’s method (MN method). The proposed method mainly
includes three steps. First, the velocity and acceleration of the
target are estimated by CCAE. Second, the velocity and acceler-
ation estimated by CCAE are adopted as the initial velocity and
final acceleration of MN method, respectively. Finally, the high
precision velocity and distance of the target are estimated by
MN method. The proposed fusion method has two advantages.
First, due to the large scope of the unambiguous velocity of
CCAE, the velocity ambiguity problem of MN method is solved.
Second, the three dimensional (3D) search in MN method is
reduced to two dimensional (2D) search. The simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed fusion method achieves similar
estimation performances on distance and velocity with much
lower computational cost, compared with the MN method.

Index Terms— Motion estimation method, fusion method,
velocity ambiguity.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOTION parameters estimation of high maneuvering
target is important for ISAR Imaging. Range migration

and Doppler frequency migration which easily occur for
high maneuvering target will degrade the quality of ISAR
imaging. In order to improve the imaging quality, the motion
parameters of high maneuvering target should be estimated
before motion compensation [1]–[9]. In addition, it is known
that the results of the range and motion parameters are
the input of tracking algorithms. Therefore, the estimation
precision of motion parameters may directly affect the tracking
performance [10], [11].
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Both wideband and narrowband linear frequency modu-
lation (LFM) signals can be used for motion parameters
estimation [12], [13]. In traditional radar systems, angle esti-
mation and target tracking are easily implemented by using
narrowband LFM signals, as the target can be regarded as a
single-scatterer target. To use the same signal for the whole
procedure of radar signal processing, many effective methods
have been developed to estimate the motion parameters using
narrowband LFM signal. For instance, the method combining
minimum entropy method and Doppler centroid estimation
method is proposed to estimate the motion parameters of high
speed target [14]. However, low precision, large computational
cost and no range estimation are the main disadvantages of
this method. Abatzoglou et al use a maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) method to jointly estimate target distance,
velocity and acceleration, and achieve the optimal theoretical
precision [15]. Deng et al extend the MLE method in [15] from
slow-speed echo model to high-speed echo model, which can
be named as maximum likelihood estimation with Newton’s
method (MN method) [16]. In MN method, the ambiguity
function is constructed and a three dimensional (3D) search
process is used to find the peak of the ambiguity function
to jointly estimate the distance, velocity and acceleration.
The MN method can achieve the Cramér-Rao lower bound
(CRLB) and outperforms the existing estimators. Nevertheless,
the predicted velocity is obtained by using the estimated
parameters of last period, then the velocity estimate is obtained
by searching around the predicted velocity. When the target
acceleration changes greatly, the difference between the pre-
dicted velocity and the true velocity may be too large, resulting
in velocity ambiguity. Furthermore, the large computational
cost is also a problem for the MN method.

Because of the high range resolution, wideband LFM
radar can provide much better ISAR imaging quality than
narrowband LFM signal. In recent years, some fast non-
parameter-searching methods on wideband motion estimation
have been proposed. For instance, the fast motion estimation
method based on adjacent cross-correlation function (ACCF)
[17]–[20]. Although the CRLB of velocity can be reached,
ACCF can only be applied to the signals after matched filter-
ing. It cannot be applied to the stretched signals. To solve this
problem, a fast motion parameters estimation method based
on cross-correlation of adjacent echoes (CCAE), which can
be applied to both the uncompressed signal and the stretched
signal has been proposed in [21]. In CCAE, the velocity and
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acceleration are obtained by estimating the peak frequency of
the cross-correlation results [21]. In wideband LFM radars,
CCAE can obtain similar estimation precision with much
lower computational cost, compared to ACCF method.

In radar signal processing, there are two methods to com-
press the original echo signal (we call it uncompressed signal
in this paper): matched filtering and stretch processing. In gen-
eral, matched filtering is implemented by signal processing
software, and stretch processing is implemented by hard-
ware mixer. Through stretch processing, the mixer outputs
(stretched signals) are obtained by multiplying the echo signals
backscattered from the target and the complex conjugate of the
reference signal. After stretch processing, the bandwidth of the
stretched signal is much lower than that of the uncompressed
signal. Thus, the sampling frequency and the data size of
the stretched signal is reduced correspondingly. In addition,
the number of FFT or IFFT operation required by ACCF
method is more than CCAE method. In one parameter estima-
tion, ACCF needs to perform FFT (or IFFT) operation three
times, while CCAE only needs to perform once. Therefore, the
computational complexity of CCAE is much lower than ACCF
for wideband radars. When applying in narrowband radars,
the computational costs of these two methods are similar, but
the performance of CCAE under low SNR is much better than
that of ACCF. However, the estimation precision of CCAE is
still lower than that of the narrowband MLE method, such as
the MN method.

To obtain high precision motion estimation for maneuver-
ing target, a wideband/narrowband fusion based estimation
method combining MN and CCAE methods is presented
in this paper. In this fusion estimation method, alternated
narrowband/wideband LFM signal are transmitted. The esti-
mated velocity by CCAE is used as the initial velocity of
the starting search point for MN method. Due to the lage
scope of the unambiguous velocity of CCAE, the velocity
ambiguity problem of MN method can be solved. Moreover,
as the estimated acceleration by CCAE is used as the final
acceleration of the MN method, the three dimensional (3D)
search of MN method is simplified as a two dimensional (2D)
search. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
fusion method can solve the problem of velocity ambiguity
and reduce the computational cost, with similar estimation
precision as the MN method.

In traditional radar system, narrowband LFM signal is
used for target detection, tracking and motion parameters
estimation. Wideband LFM signal is generally used for detec-
tion, imaging, micro-Doppler analysis and target recognition.
In wideband LFM radars, a target usually takes up multiple
range cells, and it is not suitable for the tracking algorithm
to track multiple scatterers simultaneously. By using the
alternated narrow-band/wide-band LFM signal, the radar can
obtain high precision motion estimation, and can directly use
the estimated motion parameters as the input of the tracking
algorithm. Besides, the radar can also use the wideband signal
for imaging, target recognition, etc., at the same time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the proposed fusion estimation method is firstly introduced.
Then we analyze the problem of velocity ambiguity, the

Fig. 1. Transmitted pulses of the fusion scheme.

estimation performance and the computational cost. Exper-
iments are conducted and analyzed in Section III. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section IV.

II. THE WIDEBAND/NARROWBAND FUSION METHOD

Usually, when applying MN method to radar systems,
a coarse velocity is predicted from the fitting curve of
the distance estimates. And then, the accurate unambiguous
velocity can be estimated by Newton’s method, searching
around the coarse velocity. However, the error of the estimated
velocity will increase at the case of low pulse repetition rate,
especially for high maneuvering target. When the target has
an acceleration, a three-dimensional search has to be carried
out in MN method, of which the computational cost is large.
On the other hand, with a known initial acceleration, a two-
dimensional search operation would be sufficient to get the
other parameters. In view of this, a wideband/narrowband
fusion scheme combing CCAE and MN methods is proposed.

A. The Scheme of Wideband/Narrowband Fusion Estimation

In the fusion scheme, narrowband and wideband LFM
pulses are transmitted alternately. Assume that radar transmit
2M pulses, including M narrowband pulses and M wideband
pulses. A complete period of the transmitted pulses is shown
in Fig. 1.

The object of the proposed fusion method is to estimate the
range, velocity and acceleration of the target using one period
of echo pulses. In this subsection, we first give the signal
models and algorithms of CCAE and MN method respectively,
then the proposed fusion method is presented.

1) The MN Method: The transmitted narrowband LFM
signal can be written as:

str
n (t) = rect (t/T ) sn(t)exp ( j2π fct) , (1)

where sn(t) = rect
( t

T

)
exp

(
jπγnt2

)
denotes the complex

envelope of the transmitted pulse, the subscript n indicates
the signal is narrowband signal. T is the pulse width of the
transmitted signal, fc is the center frequency, t is the fast time

and rect (u) =
{

1, |u| ≤ 1
2

0, |u| > 1
2

is the rectangle pulse function.

γn = Bn
T denotes the chirp rate of the narrowband LFM

signal, where Bn is the swept bandwidth. In narrowband radar,
the target can be seen as a single point target. Therefore,
the received m-th pulse echo can be expressed as

sre
n (t, tm) = Asn (t − τ (tm)) exp ( j2π fc (t − τ (tm))) , (2)
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where A is the scattering coefficient of the target and τ
denotes the time delay from radar to the target. tm = mTr

is the slow time, where m is the pulse number, and Tr is
the narrowband pulse repetition interval (PRI). In this paper,
the PRI of narrowband and wideband pulses are set as the
same, i.e., Tr shown in Fig. 1. The time delay of the target is
defined as

τ (tm) = 2
c (r + vtm + 1

2 at2
m), (3)

where c is the light speed and r is the distance from the
scatterer to the center of receiving window. v and a correspond
to the velocity and acceleration, respectively.

The down conversion mix the received echo signal with the
carrier signal, and the baseband signal can be obtained as

sb
n (t, tm) = Asn (t − τ (tm)) exp (− j2π fcτ (tm)) . (4)

Performing Fourier transform (FT) on the baseband signal
sb

n (t, tm) along the fast time, we have

Sb
n ( f, tm) =

∫
sb

n (t, tm) exp(− j2π f t)dt

= A exp [− j2π( f + fc)τ (tm)] Sn( f ), (5)

where Sn( f ) = rect( f/Bn) exp(− jπ f 2/γn) is the spectrum of
sn(t). Then the signal after matched filtering in the frequency
domain can be written as

SM F
n ( f, tm) = Sb

n ( f, tm)S∗
n ( f )

= A exp [− j2π( f + fc)τ (tm)] , (6)

After sampling SM F
n ( f, tm) along f , the discrete spectrum

is obtained as

Sm,k
n = A exp [− j2π(k� f + fc)τ (tm)] (7)

where k = −K , . . . , 0, . . . , K is the index of frequency
points, K = �B/(2� f )� and �x� denotes the round operation
which rounds a number to the nearest integer that is greater
than or equal to x , � f = 1/T is the frequency sampling step.

The likelihood function on distance, velocity, and accelera-
tion can be expressed as follows

H (r, v, a) =
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

m,k

Sm,k
n Rm,k

n (r, v, a)

∣∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
, (8)

where

Rm,k
n (r, v, a) = exp ( j2π (k� f + fc) τ (tm)) (9)

To obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of (r, v, a), a
3D searching process should be performed to maximize the
likelihood function over the three parameters

max
r,v,a

∣
∣
∣∣
∣
∣

∑

m,k

Sm,k
n Rm,k

n (r, v, a)

∣
∣
∣∣
∣
∣
. (10)

2) The CCAE Method: The transmitted wideband LFM
signal can be written as:

str
w (t) = rect (t/T ) sw(t)exp ( j2π fct) , (11)

where sw(t) = rect
( t

T

)
exp

(
jπγwt2

)
denotes the complex

envelope of the transmitted pulse, the subscript w indicates the
signal is wideband. γw = Bw

T denotes the chirp rate of LFM
signal and Bw is the swept bandwidth of the wideband LFM
signal. In this paper, except bandwidth and chirp rate, the other
radar parameters are the same for wideband and narrowband
signals. In wideband radar, the target composes of multiple
scatterers, and the m-th pulse echo can be expressed as

sre
w (t, tm) =

P−1∑

p=0

A pstr
w

(
t − τp (tm)

)

× exp
(

j2π fc
(
t − τp (tm)

))
, (12)

where P denotes the number of scatterers. A p is the scattering
coefficient of the p-th scatterer and τp denotes the time delay
from radar to the p-th scatterer. The time delay of the p-th
scatterer is defined as

τp (tm) = 2
c (rp + v ptm + 1

2 apt2
m), (13)

where rp is the distance from the p-th scatterer to the center
of receiving window. v p and ap correspond to the velocity and
acceleration, respectively.

The stretched signal can be obtained by multiplying the echo
signal with the conjugate of the transmitted signal:

sst
w (t, tm) = sre

w (t, tm) · str∗
w (t)

=
P−1∑

p=0

A prect

[
t − τp (tm)

T

]

× exp
(− j2πγwτp (tm) t

)

× exp
(− j2π fcτp (tm)

)

× exp
(

jπγwτ 2
p (tm)

)
, (14)

where ∗ denotes the conjugate operation. The cross-correlation
operation (i.e. conjugate multiplication) between the stretched
echo of tm+1 and tm can be represented as

sac
w (t, tm) = sst

w (t, tm) · sst∗
w (t, tm+1)

= sse
w (t, tm) + scr

w (t, tm) , (15)

where sse
w and scr

w denote the self-term and the cross term
respectively. After performing Fourier transform on the cross-
correlation result along the fast time, we have

Sac
w ( f, tm) = Sse

w ( f, tm) + Scr
w ( f, tm) , (16)
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Fig. 2. The scatterers distribute normally along RLOS.

where

Sse
w ( f, tm) =

P−1∑

p=0

A2
psinc

[
T

(
f − E p

m
)]

× exp

(
j2π fc E p

m

γw

)

× exp
(

jπγw

(
τ 2

p (tm) − τ 2
p (tm+1)

))
, (17)

Scr
w ( f, tm) =

P−1∑

q=0

P−1∑

p=0,p �=q

A p Aq

× sinc

[

T

(

f − 2γw

(
rp − rq

)

c
− E p

m

)]

× exp
(

j2π fc
(
τp (tm+1) − τq (tm)

))

× exp
(

jπγw

(
τ 2

p (tm) − τ 2
q (tm+1)

))
, (18)

E p
m = 2γw

(
v p Tr + 1

2 apT 2
r + apTr tm

)

c
. (19)

According equations (17) and (18), each scatterer corre-
sponds to a self-term and the cross terms are generated
between any two scatterers. As the scatterers have the same
velocity and acceleration, the positions of the sinc function
of these self-terms are the same. In other words, these self-
terms will be superimposed. For the cross terms, the energy
will accumulate for the same value of rp − rq . When the
target scatterers distribute normally along the radar line of
sight (RLOS), the amplitude of the cross term with rp − rp+1
or rp+1 − rp (p and p + 1 are the two adjacent scatterers)
will be the highest. This case is shown in Fig. 2, where the
distance between two adjacent scatterer is δ. In this case,
the amplitude of the cross term with

∣
∣rp − rq

∣
∣ = δ would

be the highest among the cross terms. Suppose the amplitudes
of all the scatterers are the same, i.e. A p = Aq = A. Then
the amplitude of the self-term is P A2. The highest amplitude
of the cross terms is (P − 1) A2, which is smaller than the
self-term.

Here we give an example to illustrate the influence of
the cross terms. The radar parameters are set as: the carrier
frequency fc = 9 GHz, the pulse interval Tr = 10 ms,
the bandwidth B = 1 GHz, the pulse width T =100 us, and
the chirp rate γ = B/T =1013. The target parameters are as
follows, P = 4, δ = 0.6 m, v = 100 m/s, and a = 10 m/s2.
Fig. 3 shows the 1D spectrum of the cross-correlation results
when SNR is 0 dB. As the self terms are superimposed,
we only see a self-term (i.e. the highest peak) in the 1D
spectrum. At the same time, we can also see that there are
multiple peaks near the self-term, these peaks are caused by
the cross terms. Their amplitudes are smaller than the self-
term.

Fig. 3. The 1D spectrum of the cross-correlation result (SNR = 0 dB).

The main peak of the spectrum corresponds to the self-term,
of which the frequency can be expressed as:

f̂m = E p
m = 2γw

(
v pTr + 1

2 apT 2
r + apTr tm

)

c
(20)

In general, target motion can be decomposed into the
translation along the radar line of sight and the rotation around
its center. When the target is in the far field and the radial
component of the rotational velocity is much smaller than
the translational velocity of the target, different scatterers of
the target can be considered to have the same velocity and
acceleration. Then, the acceleration can be calculated out by
f̂m and f̂m+1 (i.e., three echo signals are used).

â = c

2γwT 2
r

(
f̂m+1 − f̂m

)
(21)

Finally, the velocity can be obtained with f̂0 at slow time
tm = mTr (m = 0) and â, where tm (m = 0) is the time of
the first pulse:

v̂ = c

2γwTr
f̂0 − 1

2
Tr â (22)

As we can see from (21) and (22), CCAE estimates the
velocity and acceleration of the target without a searching
process. What’s more, one of the advantages of CCAE method
is that the energy of different scatterers of the range-spread
target can be accumulated. CCAE is used to estimate the
whole motion of the target, not for a single scatterer. When
the scattering coefficients of different scatterers are different,
CCAE also estimate the motion parameter of the target as a
whole.

3) The Fusion Estimation Method: The CCAE method esti-
mates the motion parameters of the target at the first wideband
pulse, while the MN method estimates the motion parameters
of the target at the intermediate position of the accumulated
narrowband pulses. In other words, the time position of the
estimated motion parameters by MN method is the M-th pulse
whether M is odd or even (shown in Fig. 1). In MN method,
if the search scope of velocity, which is generally set as the
scope of unambiguous velocity, is less than the difference
between the initial velocity and the true velocity, the peak
of the ambiguity function can not be found. Therefore, it is
necessary to make the two methods estimate the parameters at
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Fig. 4. The flowchart of the fusion method.

a consistent time. As such, the M-th, (M +2)-th and (M +4)-
th wideband pulses are used to estimate the initial parameters.
In this paper, we set M = 4 and one period composes of eight
pulses, including four narrowband pulses and four wideband
pulses. All of the four narrowband pulses are used in MN
estimation, and the last three wideband pulses are used for
CCAE estimation.

The flowchart of the fusion method is shown in Fig. 4, where
vz
w and az

w represent the estimated velocity and acceleration
of current period by CCAE respectively. r z

n and vz
n are the

estimated distance and velocity of the z-th period (i.e. current
period) by MN method, and r z−1

n is the estimated distance
of last period by MN method. The estimated parameters of
wideband method can be set as the initial or final estimates of
the narrowband method. In our method, the CCAE estimated
acceleration az

w is set as the final estimate, and the estimated
velocity vz

w is set as the initial velocity of the MN method,
as shown in Fig. 4. r z−1

n is set as the initial distance of MN
method in current period. In this fusion method, the MN
method is implemented by performing a 2D search around
the initial distance and velocity. In general, the initial distance
of the target can be obtained by searching the spectrum peak
position of the likelihood function along the range direction.
The range-velocity likelihood function of MN method is
shown in Fig. 5. After expanding the search scope of the
distance, the peak position of the likelihood function can be
obtained. Thus, the initial distance can also be obtained. It is
worth to mention that this fusion scheme is general, i.e., the
wideband/narrowband methods are not limited to CCAE and
MN methods.

In the proposed fusion method, the CCAE method is based
on the processing of three pulses. This is one of the advantages
of CCAE, as it can obtain the motion parameters as soon
as possible. And the estimated results are used as the initial
parameters for MN method, which is based on processing
of more than three pulses. CCAE can also be applied to
more than three pulses. When using more pulses, we can
use other methods, such as polynomial fitting, to estimate the
motion parameters [21]. In addition, we can also incorporate
other wideband estimation method, which may be based on
processing of more than three pulses.

Fig. 5. Range-velocity likelihood function of MN method.

TABLE I

RADAR PARAMETERS

B. On Solving the Velocity Ambiguity Problem

In order to obtain the scope of unambiguous velocity,
the acceleration is set as zero. Then the velocity obtained by
CCAE, which is shown in (22), can be expressed as:

vw = c f × fr

2γw
, (23)

where fr is the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and f is
the estimated frequency of the Fourier transform (FT) result.
Because the maximum value of the estimated frequency is
equal to the sampling frequency, the scope of unambiguous
velocity of wideband method can be written as

v̄w = c fs × fr

2γw
, (24)

where fs is the sampling frequency.
Similarly, the scope of unambiguous velocity of MN method

can be written as

v̄n = c × fr

2 fc
, (25)

where fc is the carrier frequency. Using the radar parame-
ters of Table I, the scope of unambiguous velocity can be
calculated: v̄n = 2.83 m/s and v̄w = 25482 m/s. As we can
see, the scope of unambiguous velocity of MN method is
very small, and so as the search scope of velocity. Therefore,
velocity ambiguity is easy to occur. On the other hand,
the scope of unambiguous velocity of CCAE is far greater
than that of MN method, and the estimated velocity of CCAE
is generally unambiguous.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between true velocity and predicted velocity.

The velocity ambiguity problem is shown in Fig. 6, where
the narrowband predicted velocity is obtained by using the esti-
mated parameters of last period. vnb

pred (tk) is the narrowband
predicted velocity for time tk , vtrue (tk) is the true velocity at
time tk , and vwb

est (tk) denotes the wideband estimated velocity
at time tk . In Fig. 6, vnb

pred (t1) is calculated by using the narrow-
band estimated velocity and acceleration at time t0. When the
acceleration changes little, such as at time t1, vtrue (t1) is within
the search scope of vnb

pred (t1). However, when the acceleration
changes greatly, such as the time t2, vnb

pred (t2) is far away
from vtrue (t2), resulting in velocity ambiguity. On the other
hand, vtrue (t2) still falls within the search scope of vwb

est (t2),
which is obtained by using the CCAE estimation method at
the same period. Therefore, the velocity ambiguity problem
can be solved by using the wideband predicted velocity as the
initial velocity of MN method.

C. The Influence of the Initial Acceleration on the
Performance of Distance and Velocity

In the proposed fusion method, the estimated velocity by
CCAE is used as the initial velocity of MN method, while
the estimated acceleration by CCAE is used as the final
acceleration of MN method. We first compare the acceleration
and velocity performances between the wideband CCAE and
narrowband MN methods. Then, for MN method, the influence
of the initial acceleration on the performance of distance
and velocity is analyzed. Some preliminary experiments are
conducted in this subsection.

According to [21], the acceleration and velocity RMSEs of
CCAE are respectively written as

RM SEa
w =

√
2c

2BwT 2
r

√
6

(
2Bw fs + f 2

s /SN R
)

4π2 B2
w N × SN R

, (26)

and

RM SEv
w = 3c

2BwTr

√
6

(
2Bw fs + f 2

s /SN R
)

4π2 B2
w N × SN R

, (27)

where SN R is the signal-to-noise ratio of the uncompressed
echo, N is the number of samples at fast time.

The acceleration RMSE of MN method can be written as

RM SEn = J−1, (28)

where J is the elements of the Fisher information matrix which
can be derived as follows

J =
⎡

⎣
Jr,r Jr,v Jr,a

Jv,r Jv,v Jv,a

Ja,r Ja,v Ja,a

⎤

⎦ . (29)

Jr,r = 32π2SN R2

c2

∑

m,k

L2
1, (30)

Jr,v = Jv,r = 32π2SN R2

c2

∑

m,k

L1 L2, (31)

Jr,a = Ja,r = 32π2SN R2

c2

∑

m,k

L1 L3, (32)

Jv,v = 32π2SN R2

c2

∑

m,k

L2
2, (33)

Ja,v = Jv,a = 32π2SN R2

c2

∑

m,k

L2 L3, (34)

Ja,a = 32π2SN R2

c2

∑

m,k

L2
3. (35)

where r , v, and a correspond to the distance, velocity and
acceleration, respectively. Under the low speed model, L1, L2,
L3 can be written as

L1 = k� f + fc, (36)

L2 = (k� f + fc)mTr , (37)

L3 = 1

2
(k� f + fc)m

2T 2
r , (38)

where k is the index of frequency points, m is the index of
transmitted pulse, � f = 1

T is the step of frequency sampling
and T is the pulse width.

The convergence region of MN method can be written
as [16]:

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎝

r0 ± 0.755c

π (2K + 1) � f
,

v0 ± 0.755λ

π (2M + 1) Tr
,

a0 ± 0.52λ

π(2M + 1)2T 2
r

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

. (39)

If the RMSE is smaller than the convergence region,
the convergence can be ensured. Using the radar parameters
of Table I, the convergence region can be written as

⎛

⎝
r0 ± 7.203 m

v0 ± 0.2724 m/s
a0 ± 6.378 m/s2

⎞

⎠ (40)

In this paper, when the SNR is larger than -15 dB, the RMSE
of velocity is smaller than the convergence region. More
details can be seen in [16].
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Fig. 7. The theoretical acceleration RMSE of CCAE method and MN method
with different accumulated pulse numbers.

Fig. 8. The theoretical velocity RMSE of CCAE method and MN method
with different accumulated pulse numbers.

In (26) and (27), three wideband pulses are used in CCAE.
Fig. 7 shows the theoretical acceleration RMSEs of CCAE
method and MN method with different accumulated pulse
numbers, the corresponding theoretical velocity RMSEs are
shown in Fig. 8. It is easily seen that the precision of the
CCAE is smaller than that of MN method, for both accel-
eration and velocity. Also, the estimation precision of MN
method is improved with the increase of accumulated pulse
number. However, longer processing time delay and more
computational cost are needed for more accumulated pulses.
Therefore, four narrowband pulses are used in this paper.

Next, the influence of the initial acceleration on the per-
formance of distance and velocity is evaluated for MN
method. In this preliminary simulation, by fixing the initial
acceleration, 3D search in MN method is simplified as 2D
search. In other words, we just perform a 2D search to
maximize the likehood function (9) over velocity and distance.
The parameters are set as Table I, and the true acceleration
is 10 m/s2. Fig. 9 shows the distance RMSE performances
of MN method with different initial acceleration, and the
velocity RMSE performances is shown in Fig. 10. We can
see that the more accurate the initial acceleration is, the better

Fig. 9. The influence of acceleration on the distance.

Fig. 10. The influence of acceleration on the velocity.

the performances of distance and velocity are. It can also be
seen that the MN method is not very sensitive to the initial
acceleration. In this experiment, when the difference between
the initial acceleration and the true acceleration is less than
40 m/s2, the distance and velocity RMSE performances are
similar. As a consequence, the 2D MN method with an initial
acceleration estimated by CCAE would obtain the similar
estimation performances on distance and velocity as the 3D
MN method.

D. Analysis of Computational Cost

The main computational cost of MN method is concen-
trated in calculating the ambiguity function. As shown in
(8), the computational costs of 2D MN and 3D MN methods
are directly related to the search scope and the search step.
The larger the search scope and the smaller the search step
is, the larger the computational cost will be. Besides, the
computational costs also depends on the number of accu-
mulated narrowband pulse M and the number of frequency
points K . When we calculate the ambiguity function, all the
values of m and k should be traversed. Let Nd , Nv and
Na denote the number of search points on distance, velocity
and acceleration, respectively. Then the computational cost
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Fig. 11. The target scatterer model.

Fig. 12. The RMSEs of distance estimates.

TABLE II

TIME COST OF THE ESTIMATION METHODS

of 3D MN and 2D MN method are O (Nd Nv Na M (2K + 1))
and O (Nd Nv M (2K + 1)), respectively. It is obvious that
the difference of computational cost between 2D MN and
3D MN method depends on the number of search points on
acceleration. The ratio between the computational cost of 2D
MN and 3D MN method can be written as 1/Na .

The time costs to run CCAE method, 2D MN method and
3D MN method for 100 times at a given SNR are respectively
shown in the Table II. Compared with 2D MN method,
the time cost of 3D MN method is computational cumbersome,
which make it difficult to apply in real time radar processing.
Also, it is seen that CCAE method can estimate the motion
parameters very fast. Therefore, it can be used to estimate the
initial motion parameters for MN method. In this simulation,
the number of search points on acceleration is 10, which is
consistent with ratio between the time costs 3D MN and 2D
MN methods, as shown in Table II.

Fig. 13. The RMSEs of velocity estimates.

Fig. 14. The 1D spectrums of the cross-correlation result of CCAE at SNR =
−28dB.

III. SIMULATION

Two simulation experiments are carried out in this section.
The first simulation compares the performances of fusion
method and MN method. The second experiment shows how
the velocity ambiguity of MN method is solved by the fusion
method. The radar parameters of these two simulation experi-
ments are the same as Table I, and the number of accumulated
narrowband pulses is 4 in the following two experiments. The
SNR is the signal to noise ratio of the uncompressed signal.
The initial radial distance of the target is 10000m. The target
scatterer model is depicted in 11. Actually, MN method is
an extension of MLE method at high speed. For the case
of high velocity, the estimation precision of MN method is
much better than MLE method. While for the case of low
velocity, the estimation precision of MN method is similar to
that of MLE method. Therefore, MN method can be used as
the judgment criteria.

A. Comparison Between Fusion Method, MN Method and
CCAE Method

In this simulation, the target is stationary, the starting search
distance is fixed for each period. In general, the initial distance
of the target can be obtained by searching the spectrum peak
position of the likelihood function along the range direction.
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Fig. 15. Results of velocity estimation. (a) The estimated velocity of MN method. (b) The bias between the estimated velocity of MN method and the true
velocity. (c) The estimated velocity of fusion method. (d) The bias between the estimated velocity of fusion method and the true velocity.

Fig. 12 compares the distance RMSEs between the fusion
method and 3D MN, and the velocity RMSEs between the
fusion method, 3D MN method and CCAE are shown Fig. 13.
As stated before, a little difference in acceleration has little
effect on the estimation performance of distance and velocity.
This is why the performances of fusion method are similar
to that of 3D MN method. In Fig. 12, the two cures almost
overlap. In Fig. 13, the velocity precision of fusion method is
a bit lower than 3D MN method when the SNR is larger than
-15dB. The implies that the initial acceleration may affect the
velocity estimation performance more or less. However, this
effect is tiny.

As described in equation (39), for MN method, when the
RMSE of the initial velocity is smaller than the convergence
region, the convergence can be ensured. In our experiments,
when the SNR is larger than -15dB, the velocity RMSE of
CCAE is smaller than the convergence region of MN method.
Because the fusion method uses the estimated velocity of
CCAE as its initial velocity, the fusion method can achieve
similar velocity performance as 3D MN method, when the
SNR is larger than -15dB. On the other hand, when the

SNR is smaller than -16dB, the velocity RMSE of CCAE is
larger than the convergence region of MN method. In this
case, the estimation performance of fusion method will be
determined by the worse one. That is, the velocity performance
of fusion method is similar to CCAE method for SNR from
-30dB to -28dB, and it is similar to 3D MN method for the
SNR bigger than -27dB.

It is noted that the estimation performance of CCAE and
fusion method degrade seriously when SNR is lower than
-27dB. In CCAE [21], the cross-correlation result contains
signal part and noise part. The motion parameters are obtained
by estimating the peak frequency of the signal part. At low
SNR, the signal is submerged by noise in the spectrum (shown
in 14), and the correct peak frequency cannot be obtained.
Thus the estimated speed and acceleration would be totally
wrong.

Also, it can be seen that the velocity precision of CCAE
is lower than MN and fusion method, when the input SNR is
larger than -16dB. However, from -28dB to -16dB, the esti-
mation precision of MN method is lower than CCAE instead.
In the fusion method and the MN method, the search step
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Fig. 16. Results of distance estimation. (a) The estimated distance of MN method. (b) The bias between the estimated distance of MN method and the true
distance. (c) The estimated distance of fusion method. (d) The bias between the estimated distance of fusion method and the true distance.

is set according to CRLB. Lower SNR corresponds to larger
search step. Under the condition of low SNR, the search
scope of velocity may exceed the scope of unambiguous
velocity, resulting that there are multiple spectrum peaks in the
ambiguity function. In addition, because the peak values of the
likelihood function are very small, the maximum likelihood
estimates are hard to obtain in low SNR cases. Therefore,
the performances of fusion method and MN method are both
poor when the SNR is low.

The improvement on computational cost depends on the
search scope and search step. In this simulation, each method
is simulated 1000 times for each SNR. It takes 0.48s to run
the fusion method once at a given SNR, while 4.53s for the
MN method.

B. Simulation for Solving Velocity Ambiguity

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) high dynamic motion
model introduced in [22] is used to compare the fusion method
and the MN method. In this model, jerk (the time rate of
acceleration change) is 245 m/s2 from 3 second to 3.5 second
and −245 m/s2 from 5.5 second to 6 second. While at the

other time, jerk is zero. Therefore, there are two inflection
points on the velocity curve in this simulation. SNR is set as
2 dB. Because the target is moving, the initial distance is set
as the estimated distance of last period, as shown in Fig. 4.

The velocity estimation results are shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 15(a) shows the estimated velocity of MN method, the
corresponding bias between the estimated velocity and the true
velocity is shown in Fig. 15(b). Fig. 15(c) and Fig. 15(d) show
the estimated velocity of fusion method and the corresponding
velocity bias, respectively. For MN method, the initial velocity
of current period is predicted by the velocity and acceleration
of last period. When the jerk changes, the MN method still
searches around the predicted velocity, which deviates from
the true velocity of current period, thus the velocity ambiguity
occurs. This phenomenon can be seen from Fig. 15(a) around
3.3s and 5.8s. It is noted that bias between the estimated
velocity and true velocity is reduced after 6s. This is because
the velocity ambiguity induced around 5.8s compensates for a
part of the previous velocity ambiguity around 3.3s.

For the fusion method, the initial velocity is estimated by
CCAE at current period. The true velocity is inside the search
scope of the predicted velocity, and ambiguity does not occur
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(Fig. 15(c)). From the comparison between Fig. 15(b) and
Fig. 15(d), it is seen that the velocity bias of MN method
is smaller than fusion method, when there is no velocity
ambiguity. However, when velocity ambiguity occurs, the bias
of MN method increases greatly, while the fusion method does
not has this problem.

The distance estimation results are shown in Fig. 16.
Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(c) respectively show the estimated
velocity by MN method and fusion method. The two curves
almost coincide with the true distance curve. The biases
between the estimated distance and the true distance are shown
in Fig. 16(b) and Fig. 16(d), for MN method and fusion
method respectively. Similar to velocity, the distance precision
of MN method is better than that of fusion method. This is
caused by the accuracy of the initial acceleration. Nevertheless,
the distance precision of fusion method is still high enough
for most of radar applications, such as target tracking. More
importantly, the computational cost of the fusion method is
much lower than that of MN method. In this simulation, the
total time cost of the MN method is about 1590 seconds, but
only 294 seconds is needed for the fusion method.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Motion parameters estimation of high maneuvering target
plays an important role in modern radars. Velocity ambiguity
and computational complexity are two main problems for
the narrowband MN method. In this paper, we propose a
novel wideband/narrowband fusion estimation method, which
takes the advantages of both MN and CCAE methods. First,
the unambugious wideband predicted velocity, estimated by
CCAE, falls into the search scope of true velocity, and the
velocity ambiguity problem of MN method can be solved.
Second, although the acceleration estimation precision of
CCAE is lower than that of MN method, the distance and
velocity estimation precision of MN method is insensitive to
the initial acceleration. Therefore, the estimated acceleration
by CCAE is used as the final acceleration of MN method,
and the 3D search is simplified as a 2D search. Com-
pared with the MN method, experimental results demonstrate
that the fusion method can achieve similar distance and
velocity estimation precision with much lower computational
cost.

In many radar tracking system, to regard the target as a
single point target, narrowband LFM signal is usually adopted
instead of wideband LFM signal. As a result, the wideband
motion estimation method can not be directly incorporated
with these tracking algorithms. On the other hand, the nar-
rowband motion estimation method has some drawbacks,
such as high computational cost and the velocity ambigu-
ity problem. The proposed fusion based motion parameters
estimation method not only achieves a good balance between
computational cost and estimation precision, bus also solve the
velocity ambiguity problem of MN method. Moreover, it can
be easily combined with the narrowband tracking system.
Although only three pulses are used in CCAE, other pulses
can be used for tracking, imaging and so on. What’s more,
if phased array radar is used to estimate the parameters of

multiple targets, the data rate of single target will decrease.
Since a target is estimated with fewer pulses, more targets can
be tracked simultaneously.
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